
LINE MAINTENANCE 
SERVICES



Our capabilities at a glance:
›   Transit, daily and weekly checks  

up to A and P checks
›  Handling of spare parts
›  EASA 145 and FAA-approved network
›  AOG field team support
›  Engine change
›  Engine borescope inspections
›  Sheet metal and composite repairs
›  Engine and aircraft washing
›  Operational support

WORLDWIDE 
SUPPORT

SAFETY, QUALITY  
& RELIABILITY

ON-TIME DEPARTURE 
IS ESSENTIAL TO YOUR 
BUSINESS

SR Technics is a partner that works  
with the industry’s key aircraft families 
to provide the best-in-class experience  
for the major airlines in the world.

We perform more than 120,000 events each 
year across the line network in Switzerland, 
Spain and the UK, with our largest facilities 
in London Gatwick, Geneva and Zurich. Our 
Line Maintenance team continuously gains 
experience with new-technology aircraft like the 
Airbus A350, A380, Boeing 787 and Boeing 777.



How we add value:
›  Headquarters in Zurich, Switzerland
› Over 100 line maintenance customers globally 
›   Over 400 line maintenance employees in Europe
›   Proven track record in attaining the highest 

technical dispatch reliability 
›   Optimized engineering and troubleshooting  

for daily maintenance  
›  Fast MRO response guaranteed for AOG situations  
›   Logistics services provides global access  

to critical components
›  International Airlines Technical Pool (IATP) 

associated member

24/7 YEAR-ROUND 
SERVICE



About SR Technics
SR Technics is a world leading MRO service provider 
backed by more than 80 years of operational experience.

Headquartered at Zurich Airport, we serve around 
500 customers worldwide with comprehensive 
services for the technical support and management 
of their aircraft fleets, engines and components.  
This is coupled with extensive engineering  
know-how, 24/7 worldwide component availability, 
broad technical training offerings and cabin 
modification services. 

For further information, please visit  
www.srtechnics.com.

SR Technics
Line Maintenance International
8058 Zurich Airport
Switzerland

+41 58 688 58 79
linemaintenance@srtechnics.com

AOG Desk
+41 58 688 75 00
aogch@srtechnics.com


